Fishers Itinerary
September 28, 2019
Schedule
10:00am - Rehearsal (eat a big breakfast)
(12:30pm - Full Ensemble @ grass field)
2:15pm - End of Rehearsal, load semi, eat lunch/dinner
on your own (students are allowed to leave FC during
this break with parent email to a director)

Show Day Reminders
●

ALL STUDENTS ARE TO RIDE THE BUS TO AND FROM
THE CONTEST

●

STUDENTS ARE NOT TO LEAVE FC (except for the
dinner break as long as a parent has sent an email to
Mr. Cooper ahead of that time).

●

Be respectful and listen to chaperones, prop crew,
parents, staff, contest officials, and leaders.

●

You represent your school, your community, and
yourself with pride and dignity.

●

Act professionally on Saturday from the moment you
arrive at FC until the dismissal time.

●

All uniform changes should occur in the specified
locations. You should always have clothing on under
your uniform and when changing on the bus. No
visible undergarments at any time.

●

Leave buses PERFECTLY clean.

●

Have your show shirt, fitted gym shorts, and long black
socks to wear underneath your uniform, as well as
your marching shoes.

●

You are responsible for bringing your own instrument,
as well as a mouthpiece, extra reeds, and anything else
you need. Do not expect anyone to load/unload your
equipment for you.

4:00pm - Winds (except tubas) dismissed to Annex
4:15pm - Board buses with everything you need
4:20pm - Depart
5:15pm - Arrive at the contest site, unload semi, and get
dressed into uniform
6:30pm - Everyone dressed and lined up
6:35pm - Begin Transit to Warm-Up
6:40pm - Physical Warm-Up “Area B”
7:10pm - Music Warm-Up “Area B”
7:35pm - Transit
7:45pm - Staging
8:00pm - Performance! Go FCMB!!!
After Performance - Return to buses, load semi, and
change. Keep show shirt on. Return to the stadium to
watch the rest of Class A, but you must stay on the
visitor’s side seating area; bring concession $ if you’d like
food after our performance.

Open Class A Bands:
Noblesville - 7:30pm
Hamilton Southeastern - 7:45pm
Franklin Central - 8:00pm
Lawrence Township - 8:15pm
Homestead - 8:30pm
Avon - 8:45pm
Fishers (exhibition) - 9:00pm

9:15pm - AWARDS
9:45pm - Depart for FC
10:25pm - Arrive at FC and unload

Ticket Prices
Adults - $8.00
Seniors, Students- $5.00
Programs - $3.00

